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Abstract
We have measured the directional Compton profiles of a single crystal of
hexagonal zinc along the [00·1], [10·0], [11·0] and [11·1] directions using
high-energy (662 keV) gamma radiation from a 137Cs isotope source. The
experimental data have been compared with the corresponding theoretical
Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker semi-relativistic calculations. The theory slightly
overestimates the electron momentum densities at low momenta regions for all
measured profiles. The directional difference profiles, both experimental and
theoretical, show very small anisotropy of the electron momentum density in
hexagonal zinc, at most half of that presented in the literature for cubic systems.

1. Introduction

Compton scattering is a well-established method for investigating electronic structures in
condensed matter physics [1–3]. The spectrum of inelastically scattered monoenergetic
photons from electrons in a target is related through the Doppler effect with the electron
momentum–density distribution. The one-dimensional projection, J (pz), of the electron
momentum–density distribution, n(p), along a given direction (usually chosen to be the z-axis)
is called the Compton profile (CP)

J (pz) =
∫∫

n (p) dpx dpy (1)
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which is naturally normalized to the number of electrons per formula unit. Subtraction of
the profiles measured at two specific crystallographic directions removes the isotropic core–
electron contributions and forms the so-called difference profile which shows the anisotropy
of the electron momentum–density in the material under study. When the absolute values of
the CPs can bear some systematical error, this anisotropy still provides valuable information
on the behaviour of the outer electrons responsible for creation of solids and their properties.

Zinc is a so-called ‘marginal’ material, because it is the last material in the 3d row in the
periodic table of elements. It is known that the calculated d-bands for such metals (e.g. Cu, Zn)
are not well described, particularly because of the self-interaction correction, which has to be
introduced properly to the local density approximation (LDA) [4]. In spite of theoretical
efforts, the calculated position of the d-band with respect to the Fermi energy, and the width
of the d-band, still do not agree very well with the angle-resolved photoemission studies by
Himpsel et al [5]. According to these authors, Zn is an almost ideal material to study the degree
of itinerancy of the 3d-electrons, and to understand it requires theory which goes beyond the
LDA. Recently, the study of zinc has been given additional interest because of the predicted
series of electronic topological transitions under pressure [6]. In [6] the authors followed the
observed changes in the lattice properties of Zn and Cd under pressure [7,8]. It was found that
these changes were again not too well described by theory, which requires a rather detailed
knowledge of the electronic structure of zinc. This has motivated us to study the CPs in zinc
and other hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals, both experimentally and theoretically.

While the CPs of polycrystalline samples of zinc have been studied using 59.5 keV
radiation from a 241Am source [9, 10] and 662 keV radiation from a 137Cs source [11], no
experimental Compton studies performed on single-crystal samples have been published. The
electron momentum–density distribution in Zn has been studied using the positron annihilation
method (see, for example, [12–14]), but it is known that this method has certain drawbacks
especially where the studies of electron–electron correlations are concerned. This present
study has been undertaken to investigate the anisotropy of the electron momentum–density
distribution for zinc and to test the feasibility of Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker (KKR) technique
in calculations of CPs for hexagonal-structured materials. This last problem is by no means
trivial in view of important differences found between KKR calculations and the experiment
for another hexagonal metal, namely beryllium [15].

Zinc crystallizes in A3 hcp structure with the lattice parameters a = 0.2665 nm and
c = 0.4947 nm and with two atoms in the unit cell [16]. The lower (as compared with
simple cubic systems) symmetry induces difficulties in theoretical calculations. The theoretical
calculations of CPs published for non-primitive crystals, the renormalized free atom (RFA)
model and the orthonormalized linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) [9, 17] show
significant discrepancies between experiment and theory. As we shall see, the present
calculations performed within the KKR scheme describe the experimental results much better.
This does not mean that the electronic structure of zinc is now fully understood.

2. Experimental details

Four directions have been chosen for the investigation: [00·1] (direction –A in first Brillouin
zone), [10·0] (direction –M), [11·0] (direction –K) and [11·1]. The adopted system of
the indexing of directions and planes in the hexagonal structure is shown in table 1 together
with the sample parameters. The experiment was performed at the Institute of Experimental
Physics, University of Bialystok, Poland, on the high-energy Compton spectrometer. A 137Cs
source emits photons of energy, 661.65 keV, which are scattered on electrons in the sample
through the angle θ = 165◦ and registered by the high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector.
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Table 1. Details of the experiment and characteristics of the hexagonal zinc samples.

Crystallographic directions (in
reciprocal space) along the
normal to the surface of the
sample

[00·1] [10·0] [11·0] [11·1]

Equivalent special directions in
the first Brillouin zone

–A –M –K a

Miller indices of
corresponding planes (in real
space) perpendicular to given
directions and parallel to the
surface of the sample

(0001) (101̄0) (112̄0) (112̄1)

Thickness of the sample (mm) 1.3 1.0 1.2 0.8

Measuring time (h) 340 630 370 400

Counts under Compton profile
in the range from −10 au to +10 au

3.8 × 107 4.7 × 107 3.4 × 107 3.7 × 107

Counts at the maximum of
Compton peak. Channel width
of the multichannel analyser of
the Compton spectrum is equal
to 61 eV

3.4 × 105 3.9 × 105 2.8 × 105 3.1 × 105

Level of multiple scattering
(multiple/single) (%)

11.3 10.1 11.6 8.1

Signal-to-background ratio 300:1

Number of electrons in
momentum range 0–10 au

13.864

a Direction [11·1] in reciprocal space is inclined from direction –H in the first Brillouin zone (also indicated as
[11·1]) by about 7◦.

The source-to-sample and sample-to-detector distances are 422 and 666 mm, respectively.
The total momentum resolution of the measurement is 0.42 au (1 au of momentum =
1.9929 × 10−24 kg m s−1). The spectrometer itself and the experimental data handling
procedures have been described elsewhere [18, 19]. The zinc crystals were grown by the
Bridgeman method at the Institute of Nuclear Research in Świerk, Poland. The samples have
been cut from the ingot, etched and checked for orientation using the x-ray Laue technique.
The size of the sample face used in the experiment was typically 15 × 15 mm2. The thickness
of the samples and parameters of the measurements are given in table 1. Another set of
measurements, with comparable statistics, was carried out with samples of rectangular shape
and with the size of the sample face being 15 × 50 mm2. The stability of the electronics and
energy calibration have been checked during the measurements and no more than 0.5 channel
per month drift was observed (channel width is equal to 61 eV). Unfortunately, during the
measurements with the square samples the detector failed and it had to be replaced by a new
one with nominally the same characteristics. Nevertheless, it was found that the two series of
measurements gave much the same difference profiles.

The total CPs, J (pz), were extracted from the experimental spectrum after a number
of energy-dependent corrections were included in the standard procedure (see, for example,
[18,19]). The experimental CPs have been normalized in the range from 0 to +10 au to 13.864
electrons, i.e. to the data obtained from the theoretical free-atom CP of zinc [20]. The effect
of multiple scattering of photons in the sample, which builds an unwanted background in the
measured spectrum, was simulated by the Monte Carlo method [21] and subtracted from the
final CPs. The fraction of multiple to single scattering events was found to amount to 11% in
the range 0–10 au. As was mentioned in [22], in the experiments with high-energy photons
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and a sample of high Z, some sort of additional background appears. The source of this
background is not yet known. We commonly apply additional correction for this effect by
subtracting a constant background from the profile. The level of this background is fitted to
give the best agreement between the experiment and theory in the range 5–10 au, where the
known core profile dominates and the contribution from the valence electrons is negligible. In
the present experiment, the value of the additional background has been estimated to be 1.5% of
the area under the total CP. The systematic effect of the additional background is automatically
cancelled when the experimental difference profiles (anisotropies) are calculated.

Our Compton spectrometer is based on the gamma source, which delivers a large
irradiation area at the sample position (the diameter of the full beam is 15 mm), so a good
account of the full geometry of the experiment is not trivial. In particular, the Monte Carlo
procedure used to simulate multiple scattering, which must be finally subtracted from the
measured spectra, only provides data of limited accuracy. As was mentioned, in order to reach
the agreement of the absolute CP with that calculated for free atoms at high momenta, an
additional constant background has to be subtracted from the data. Although in many cases
this additional correction changes the values of the CP at high momenta by less than 0.02
electrons per au, the normalization condition means that the changes at high momenta result
in the opposite changes at the origin of the profile. Because of the problems with the detector,
in the following we discuss the CPs measured mainly on the rectangular-shaped samples. An
exception to this is the [00·1] direction, which was measured on the square sample, being the
only sample available. A direct comparison of the results obtained on rectangular and square
samples is not straightforward because the different geometrical conditions of measurements
result in slightly different resolutions. Nevertheless we should stress that the data obtained on
the square samples are not in conflict with the data on rectangular samples.

3. Theory

The first KKR calculations of momentum–density distribution in hcp structure were published
for beryllium [15, 23] The present electronic band and momentum density computations of
hexagonal Zn (carried out for the first time for a transition metal) are based on the KKR
Green function method, utilizing the muffin-tin approximation to the crystal potential [24–26].
All electrons were included and the von Barth–Hedin [27] LDA to the exchange–correlation
potential was used. The band-structure problem was solved to a high degree of self-consistency
(energy bands, Fermi energy, and potentials converged to better than 1 meV) for the Zn
hexagonal lattice (lattice constants: a = 5.0284 au, c = 9.3578 au) using lmax = 3
(maximum angular momentum cut-off). In order to find the CPs, the momentum–density n(p)

of equation (1) was calculated (see [28] for details) on a mesh containing 24 × 3153 × 2799p

points; here 24 denotes the number of symmetry operations of the hexagonal point group, 3153
is the number of k points non-uniformly distributed (with 2417 points sitting on the Fermi
surface sheets) in the irreducible 1/24th of the Brillouin zone, and 2799 is the number of p

points obtained from each k point by adding reciprocal lattice vectors. The two-dimensional
integrations involved in the evaluation of CPs were carried out by using the tetrahedral method
of Lehmann and Taut [29]. This approach can be very efficient since the form (3.20) from [29]
is especially amenable to developing highly vectorized computer codes. The final CPs were
computed along the [00·1], [10·0], [11·0] and [11·1] directions on a 201-point uniformly spaced
mesh in q (momentum transfer) over the range 0–15 au. Based on a variety of computations in
which different meshes were used, we estimate that our calculated CPs are accurate to about
five parts in l04. The Lam–Platzman correction was calculated in the final stage in a standard
way using all the electrons as required by the LDA method.
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Figure 1. The absolute CP of hexagonal Zn for the [00·1] direction. The upper panel (a) presents
the total and valence electron profiles. The experimental data are shown by the solid circles (the total
profile) and the open circles (the valence profile for 3d104s2 electrons) while the theoretical KKR
data are plotted by the solid curves. The experimental valence CP was calculated by extracting the
theoretical KKR core profile from the total experimental data. The experimental statistical errors
are much smaller than the size of the symbols. The lower panel (b) shows the differences between
the profiles indicated in the legend and the recent KKR data, directionally averaged. The difference
observed in the present experiment is represented by the solid circles. The difference for an earlier
experiment performed on polycrystalline zinc [9] with the use of a 241Am source is shown by open
triangles. A proper amount of 1s2 profile has been added to the experimental profile at momentum
pz > 2.2 au (see the text for an explanation). The differences for LCAO and RFA data [9] are
plotted by the solid and dashed curves, respectively. All theoretical CPs have been normalized to
the same number of electrons and convoluted with a Gaussian of FWHM = 0.42 au to mimic the
experimental resolution. In the case of 241Am experiments the KKR theory before subtraction was
convoluted with the RIF function taken from [9].

4. Discussion of the results

As an example, the absolute CP of Zn is shown in figure 1 for the [00·1] direction, i.e. along
the c-axis. Figure 1(a) presents the total (solid circles) and the valence electron (open circles)
experimental profiles. The solid curves in figure 1(a) represent the theoretical KKR data. The
experimental statistical error bars are smaller than the size of the points. The experimental
valence CPs (3d104s2 electrons) were calculated by extracting the theoretical KKR core profiles
from the experimental CPs. Small differences (smaller than about 0.06 electrons per au)
between experiment and theory are seen, especially in the momentum region pz < 1 au which
also covers the range of the valence 4s2 electron profile. The valence profile of 3d10 electrons
extends far beyond the displayed momentum region of 5 au (in practice, this profile falls below
0.01 electrons per au at pz > 10 au only).
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The lower panel, figure 1(b), shows the difference between present experiment and theory,
represented by solid circles. The KKR theory seems to fail in reproducing the experiment in
the already-mentioned momentum region below 1 au. However, the surplus of theoretical
values above experimental values at the origin of the CPs is commonly recognized and
accepted [30–35]. We also present in figure 1(b) the differences between the KKR calculations
(directionally averaged) and the Compton data for polycrystalline zinc measured by Perkkio
et al [9] with the use of a 241Am source (open triangles). The energy of photons from the 241Am
source (60 keV) is too low for Compton scattering on K-shell electrons with pz > 2.2 au, so
their contribution to the profile could not be observed in the original experiments. Thus,
in order to compare this experiment with our data, a proper amount of 1s2 electron profile
had to be added to the difference profile. We also made a convolution of the KKR data
using the residual instrument function (RIF) function from the experiment by Perkkio et al
[9]. Perkkio et al [9] have also presented theoretical LCAO and RFA Compton profiles.
In order to compare these with our KKR results and—indirectly—with our experiment, all
calculated profiles were convoluted with the Gaussian shape resolution function of 0.42 au.
The differences LCAO–KKR and RFA–KKR in the theoretical results are plotted by the solid
and dashed curves, respectively. It is clearly seen that both LCAO and RFA calculations
completely fail in describing the measured profiles at momenta below 3 au. As will be shown
later, the profiles measured along different directions parallel to the hexagonal basal plane or
directions out of both a and c planes differ from the presented [00·1] profile by no more than
by 0.02 electrons per au. Therefore, the conclusion on the failure of the calculations given
in [9] is generally valid.

The absolute profiles, both experimental and theoretical, have been used to form the
directional difference profiles indicating the anisotropy of the electron momentum–density
distribution in hexagonal zinc. The measured and calculated anisotropies are shown in figure 2
for six pairs of directions indicated on the graphs. Figures 2(a) and (b) present the differences
between orthogonal, basal and [00·1] directions. Figure 2(d) characterizes the anisotropy
in the basal plane whereas three panels, figures 2(c), (e) and (f), present the differences
between the out-of-basal plane [11·1] direction, and [00·1] and basal directions. Inspection of
figure 2 shows that the experimental anisotropies are in qualitative agreement with KKR band
theory, i.e. indications of the periodicity of the oscillations are correct, and the amplitudes
of theoretical anisotropies are on the same level as the experimental anisotropies. The only
apparent differences are seen in figures 2(b) and (e), in which peaks expected at 0 and 2 au,
respectively, are definitely not seen in the experiment. The electron momentum–density in
zinc shows surprisingly small anisotropy, 0.02 electrons per au at most. An anisotropy much
lower than that known for cubic systems (see, for example, [18, 30–32, 36]) can probably be
expected, based on the purely geometrical properties of the lattice. Similarly small anisotropy
has been observed recently in rhombohedral bismuth [37]. However, it is also well known that
observed amplitudes of the oscillations in cubic systems (in which anisotropy itself reaches
0.05–0.1 electron per au) are as a rule two times lower than theory indicates. This may be
contrasted with observations for Zn where the theoretical amplitude of oscillation seems to
agree with experiment. Perhaps the relative agreement of the experimental and theoretical
amplitudes of oscillations is due to some cancellation effects of the relativistic and correlation
effects, as was the case in otherwise cubic Ag [18]. Beyond doubt, however, much better
experimental accuracy is required for clarification of this point. We are also aware that the
relativistic effect in Zn (Z = 30) might not be so evident as in Ag (Z = 47).

It could be expected intuitively that the largest anisotropy in the electron momentum–
density distribution should first of all be observed between the c-axis and any direction
in the basal plane. This is actually true for the [11·0]–[00·1] difference (figure 2(b)).
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Figure 2. The measured and calculated anisotropies of the CPs in a single crystal of Zn for the
six difference profiles indicated in the panels. All theoretical CPs have been convoluted with a
Gaussian of FWHM = 0.42 au to mimic the experimental resolution (see the text for details and
discussion).

For comparison, the experimental anisotropy [10·0]–[00·1] (figure 2(a)) is statistically
insignificant. Indeed, atomic distributions along these two directions are quite similar, so
one cannot also expect large anisotropy in the momentum space. For the largest anisotropies,
figures 2(b) and (d), an apparent disagreement between theory and experiment is visible at
low electron momenta (say, below 0.5 au). The differences reach the level of 0.02 electrons
per au, which is much lower (due to subtraction) than in the case of absolute profiles
(0.06 electrons per au shown as an example in figure 1(b)). One may compare the presented
CPs of hexagonal zinc with the CPs of hexagonal beryllium. The latter were intensively
studied in Compton experiments with moderate resolution (0.4 au, [38]) and high resolution
(0.15 au, [15,23,39]). The experimental CP directional anisotropies have been compared with
pseudopotential calculations used within the local density-functional approach [40] where
reasonable agreement was found. A similar agreement of the experiment and KKR theory has
been reported in [15] and [23]. Comparing the CP anisotropies in Be and Zn one can notice
that the oscillations in Be are already decayed below about 1.5 au, whereas they are seen in
zinc beyond 5 au. The amplitude of the oscillations in Be (see, for example, figure 5 in [15]) is
also essentially larger than in Zn. KKR theory explains this quite well while it overestimates
the oscillations in Be. This overestimation is usually interpreted as due to the incomplete
treatment of the electron correlations. We also note that the experiment [15] has revealed
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Figure 3. The [11·0]–[00·1] anisotropy of the theoretical KKR CP in Zn shown for different
resolutions. The unconvoluted theoretical data are plotted as the dotted curve. The dashed and
solid curves show the same anisotropy for constituent profiles convoluted with a Gaussian of
FWHM = 0.15 au and 0.42 au, respectively. The latter anisotropy is also presented in figure 2(b)
together with the experimental data.

important differences between calculated and experimental fermiological features in CPs.
The typical features of this kind expected for zinc are displayed in figure 3. Very abrupt
changes of anisotropy are expected in the region 0–1 au. The singularities are quickly washed
out with the deterioration of the momentum resolution, and certainly cannot be observed with
our modest resolution. Nevertheless we should note that similar singularities expected for
beryllium have never been experimentally detected. The precision and momentum resolution
of our experiment does not allow us to analyse this kind of problem in detail. We should like
to stress that the differences between experiment and theory seen in figure 2(b) for momenta
below 0.5 au, and the lack of the expected peak in figure 2(e) at pz = 2 au, might already
suggest that the KKR calculations for hexagonal metals should be improved. Huotari et al [41],
analysing similar discrepancies between the experimental and theoretical CPs of Be, have
suggested that an isotropic Lam–Platzman correction is not adequate and a better treatment of
the correlation effects in inhomogeneous electron gas is needed. Figure 4 shows the appropriate
difference CPs (i.e. the discrepancies between the experiment and Lam–Platzman corrected
theory in relation to the Lam–Platzman correction itself) for Zn crystals in our data. Indeed, the
observed differences are almost twice the height of the Lam–Platzman correction at momenta
pz < 0.6 au. However, the differences are not so strongly direction-dependent as was observed
in Be [41]. We note, however, that particularly large differences are observed at pz = 0 au.

5. Summary and conclusions

The [00·1], [10·0], [11·0] and [11·1] directional Compton profiles of hexagonal zinc have been
measured for the first time with the use of a high-energy 137Cs gamma ray source. Also, the
KKR calculations have been applied for the first time to hcp Zn. In spite of the substantial
improvement of the KKR approach over earlier approaches, i.e. RFA and LCAO calculations,
the theory predicts a CP which is too high at low momenta (pz < 1 au) with values which are
correspondingly too low at higher momenta. The amplitude of theoretical anisotropy of the
CPs of Zn agrees rather well with the measured data and the main differences are seen at the
origin of the CPs only. The anisotropies in the hexagonal structure of Zn are at most half of that
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measured for high symmetry cubic systems. However, the anisotropy of the CP of Zn extends
to much larger electron momenta than in the other well-known hcp metal, beryllium. We have
found definite differences between KKR calculations and the experimental data, which call for
improved calculations, especially at low momenta where we observe that the Lam–Platzman
correction for electron correlation effects might be reproduced inadequately. Doubtless an
experiment carried out with better resolution and statistics would allow us to obtain much better
insight into the fermiological aspects of Zn and into the problem of electron correlations in Zn.
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